Abstract: Negation hardly comes up as an issue in English-Arabic translation studies. The general assumption is that the translation of English negation into Arabic poses no serious problems to the translator. While this is generally true when it comes to rendering negation marked by generic negative particles/affixes (John is not happy and John is unhappy, respectively) and even lexical and rhetorical implicit negation (John denied having cheated on the test and Can a person like John make such a mistake?), the present paper aims to show that the appropriate textualization into Arabic of English adverbial and determiner negation (e.g., by the adverbials too and hardly, and the determiners little and few) can be a problematic area for Arabic translators. The textual data (270 examples) is extracted from several published translations (belonging to literary, popular science/journalistic, and economic discourse), in an attempt to show what strategies translators follow when encountering such negation and how successful they are. While the findings provide solid evidence for the serious mishaps (about 42% of the renderings involve one kind of problem or another) that Arabic translators experience in this area, the critical discussion unravels several textual strategies that can capture the subtleties inherent in adverbial/determiner negation. It is hoped that the investigation of this subtle, neglected area in English-Arabic translation studies offers significant insights for both student and professional translators.
Introduction
There have been several studies which deal, among other things, with the linguistics of negation in Arabic, where negation is divided into explicit and implicit negation (Anees 1975; Al-Makhzumi 2016; Alsalem 2012; Muslah 2015) . While explicit Arabic negation employs negative particles such as lam [did not], laa [do not], and lan [will not], implicit Arabic negation uses grammatical devices such as interrogatives and conditionals. However, there are only very few studies that have dealt with Arabic and English negation from a translational perspective (e.g., Dendane and Dendane 2012; Al-Ghazalli 2013) . In particular, there are no studies, to my knowledge, that raise the question of English non-generic explicit negation by too and -ly adverbs and little and few determiners, which is supposed to be a problematic area because Arabic lacks this type of explicit negation.
The present study, therefore, aims to fill in this gap in English-Arabic translation studies by addressing itself to the translation of non-generic adverbial and determiner negation, as an area of contrast between English and Arabic that may cause serious problems. While English uses both explicit generic negation (negation by not and similar negative particles) and explicit non-generic adverbial/determiner negation, Arabic lacks the latter type as it exclusively employs explicit generic negation by negative particles, such as laa, laysa, lam, maa, lan, etc., which are all tense sensitive (laa and laysa in present, lam and maa in past (with lam [followed by imperfective verb form being used much more commonly in Modern Standard Arabic than maa (followed by perfective verb form)], and lan in future). It seems necessary, in such case, to examine English non-generic adverbial/determiner negation from a translational perspective in order to explore the translation strategies that translators resort to, when modulating this type of negation, in an attempt to capture its meaning and pragmatics. Such investigation is expected to have theoretical as well as practical implications for people working in English-Arabic translation studies, and may also prompt future investigations between English and other languages that lack this type of negation.
The study is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature from both a linguistic and a translational perspective. Section 3 presents the research questions. Section 4 describes the textual materials used. Section 5 offers a detailed analysis of the data. Section 6 discusses the findings. Finally, Section 7 concludes the study.
Review of Literature
Negation, whose universality is unanimously confirmed in the existing literature on human language (Dahl 1979; Payne 1985; Horn and Kato 2000; Horn 2001, among others) , is generally considered an operator that reverses the truth value of a proposition. It is a unique property of human language: "Negative utterances are a core feature of every system of human communication and of no system of animal communication" (Horn and Kato 2000, p. 1) . Linguists (Klima 1964; Clark 1976; Horn 2001 , among others) usually divide negation into two types: explicit negation and implicit negation. On the one hand, explicit negation employs explicit negative particles such as not (as in John did not go shopping), negative affixes such as -il in This act is illegal, or other negative adverbs, for example, hardly (as in John hardly knows anything about mathematics) or determiners, for example, few (as in John has only few friends). On the other hand, implicit negation is implied semantically (as in John prevented his daughter from joining the club, which semantically entails John did not allow his daughter to join the club) or implicated pragmatically (as in the rhetorical question Should we keep silent after all these heinous crimes, which conversationally implies We should not keep silent after all these heinous crimes).
Similarly, Arabic negation is divided into explicit and implicit negation. While English verbal negation is uniform in nature, as it only employs the negative particle not in such negation (viz. John does not go to school, John did not go to school, and John will not go to school), its Arabic explicit counterpart is highly diversified (for details about Arabic negation, see Anees 1975; Al-Makhzumi 2016; Alsalem 2012; Muslah 2015) , viz. laa ya
‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬
ly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be e examples below:
oo late to save the girl. (HP/3) tatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable dn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ is Patronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) kinna ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati t Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough adi-l-ḥaaris ing away-the-dementor his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ y, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John rt to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he ch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The xample is illustrative:
or Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) l-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry sor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ , let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is to ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care t Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover abic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ ‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
arry NEG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he this". 't hear her because he was deeply asleep"
‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 lators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be mples below:
e to save the girl. (HP/3) 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable ave the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ tronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough ḥaaris way-the-dementor atronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ turing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for s) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly egation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John ouch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The le is illustrative:
elawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) taaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry relawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too cing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﺑﻬ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care rry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ
‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
NEG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he ".
hab joon 'ilaa al-madrasati [not (past) go
John to the school], lan ya ry because-he was sinking in sleep-his because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ion in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be :
e girl. (HP/3) -l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib -the-girl-in-the-time-suitable at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati us-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough mentor sn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ egation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for xamples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly sing the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John ling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The ative:
emed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) oonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii relawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry as drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
ne example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too eneric Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﻫﺎ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care e about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover t failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
ecause-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he haba joon 'ilaa al-madrasati [not (future) go John to the school]. Al-Makhzumi (2016, p. 265) , for example, defines negation as "a linguistic category which is opposed to affirmation and intended to disprove or deny the truth value of a proposition". Explicit Arabic negation employs negative particles such as lam and maa [did not] (e.g., Languages 2019, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW and lan in future). It seems necessary, in such adverbial/determiner negation from a translational per strategies that translators resort to, when modulating th its meaning and pragmatics. Such investigation is expe implications for people working in English-Arabic trans investigations between English and other languages that
The study is structured as follows. Section 2 review and a translational perspective. Section 3 presents the r textual materials used. Section 5 offers a detailed ana findings. Finally, Section 7 concludes the study.
Review of Literature
Negation, whose universality is unanimously con language (Dahl 1979; Payne 1985; Horn and Kato 200 considered an operator that reverses the truth value o human language: "Negative utterances are a core feature and of no system of animal communication" (Horn and K 1976; Horn 2001 , among others) usually divide negat implicit negation. On the one hand, explicit negation em (as in John did not go shopping), negative affixes such a adverbs, for example, hardly (as in John hardly knows any example, few (as in John has only few friends). On the semantically (as in John prevented his daughter from joini did not allow his daughter to join the club) or implicated Should we keep silent after all these heinous crimes, which silent after all these heinous crimes).
Similarly, Arabic negation is divided into explicit a negation is uniform in nature, as it only employs the neg does not go to school, John did not go to school, and Joh evil equal?" and conditionals (e.g., ‫ﻷﺧﺒﺮﺗﻪ‬ ً ‫ﻣﻮﺟﻮﺩﺍ‬ ‫ﻛﻨﺖ‬ ‫ﻟﻮ‬ present so-told-him(I)); both examples involve implicit must be in the negative (No, they are not equal), and th had not been there. Nevertheless, this fact does not cause Arabic because the one-to-many correspondence betwe tense oriented in Arabic.
Languages 2019, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW and lan in future). It seems necessary, in such c adverbial/determiner negation from a translational persp strategies that translators resort to, when modulating this its meaning and pragmatics. Such investigation is expecte implications for people working in English-Arabic transla investigations between English and other languages that la
The study is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews t and a translational perspective. Section 3 presents the res textual materials used. Section 5 offers a detailed analy findings. Finally, Section 7 concludes the study.
Negation, whose universality is unanimously confir language (Dahl 1979; Payne 1985; Horn and Kato 2000;  considered an operator that reverses the truth value of human language: "Negative utterances are a core feature o and of no system of animal communication" (Horn and Ka 1976; Horn 2001 , among others) usually divide negatio implicit negation. On the one hand, explicit negation emp (as in John did not go shopping), negative affixes such as adverbs, for example, hardly (as in John hardly knows anyth example, few (as in John has only few friends). On the o semantically (as in John prevented his daughter from joining did not allow his daughter to join the club) or implicated pr Should we keep silent after all these heinous crimes, which co silent after all these heinous crimes).
Similarly, Arabic negation is divided into explicit an negation is uniform in nature, as it only employs the negat does not go to school, John did not go to school, and John counterpart is highly diversified (for details about Arabic 2016; Alsalem 2012; Muslah 2015) , viz.
aʻ a-haa er ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ aining the English complex elow, with a shift of focus in i-hi ‫ﻳﺴﻤ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ comes second at 31.91% (15 using this strategy, as can be /2) iyati e-enough ay". ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ bute in question accounts for corresponds to awkwardly on by not in English, viz. John was short to the extent that he rendering too negation. The P/5) taʻ rif haarii Harry nize Harry". ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ to capture the subtlety of too as too used to this to care" is a [and-but Harry NEG care tor has managed to recover ation. To do this, one may aʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa arry did not care because he unnu 'anna-ka kunta maš The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employed in rendering -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct implicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaad (20 instances, 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) mistranslations (three instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%.
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted for in Arabic (12/28 instances, 42.85%) using correct explicit negation. The following examples are illustrative: 15. ... this little kid who could barely walk ... (FS) ... haaða-ṭ-ṭiflu-ṣ-ṣa ɤ iiru 'allaðii laa yakaadu yamšii … … this-the-kid-the-little who not hardly walk … "... this little kid who can hardly walk ..."
.
.. ‫ﻳﻤﺸﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﻜﺎﺩ‬ ‫ﻻ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺬﻱ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ‬ ‫ﻫﺬﺍ‬
16. The economics of society ... was hardly such as to provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man. (ES) kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society ...
hardly not provoke curiosity man thoughtful "The economics of society ... could hardly provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man".
‫ﺗﺜﻴﺮ‬ ‫ﻻ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﺎﺩ‬ ... ‫ﺍﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ‬ ‫ﺍﻗﺘﺼﺎﺩﻳﺎﺕ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻧﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻀﻮﻝ‬ ‫ِﺮ.‬ ّ ‫ﻣﻔﻜ‬ ‫ﺭﺟﻞ‬
The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu uulan jiddan li-tulaah . i eeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasmaʻ a-haa le.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her ly asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ lso, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex ategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) (Nida 1964; Catford 1965; Newmark 1988; Baker 1992; Hatim 1997; Dickins et al. 2002; Pym 2010; Munday 2012; Farghal 2012; Farghal and Almanna 2015b; Farghal et al. 2015 , among others) emphasize the translator's ability to call up textual/functional material in the target language (TL) that effectively relays its counterpart in the source language (SL). One should note that, textually as well as functionally, Arabic rhetorical questions readily translate into English rhetorical questions (Ali's and Pickthal's above), thus remaining within the scope of implicit rather than explicit negation.
Research Questions
Due to the fact that English adverbial and determiner negation has no formal translational equivalent in Arabic and the lack of studies in this area, the purpose of this study is to explore the translation strategies that translators employ when rendering such negation into Modern Standard Arabic and examine how successful these strategies are. In particular, the study aims to check whether Arabic translators retrieve explicit negation (or alternatively use implicit negation) when modulating adverbial and determiner negation in an attempt to capture the pragmatics of this type of negation. Specifically, the following research questions are addressed in this paper:
1.
How do Arabic translators tackle too adverbial negation in terms of translation strategies? 2.
How do Arabic translators render English -ly adverbial negation in terms of translation strategies? 3.
What translation strategies do Arabic translators follow in rendering little determiner negation? 4.
Finally, are Arabic translators sensitive to few determiner negation?
Textual Materials
This is an empirical study based on the extraction of ample textual data involving English adverbial/determiner negation along with their target Arabic counterparts from existing works and their translations. The textual data (270 examples) features two types of markers of adverbial negation (too and hardly/scarcely/barely) and two markers of determiner negation (little and few). The study provides both a quantitative and a qualitative analysis of the data. It should be noted that the qualitative discussion almost exclusively focuses on the rendering of the items under study which belong to adverbial and determiner negation, apart from the general quality of the translation, which is not within the scope of this study.
The sources of the textual data include five series of Harry Potter (HP, henceforth) by J. K. Rowling, namely Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (1; Rowling 1997), Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2; Rowling 1999), Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (3; Rowling 1998), Harry Potter and the Order of Phoenix (4; Rowling 2003) , and Harry and the Half-blood Prince (5; Rowling 2005) . The first and the third series are translated by Ragaa Abudullah. The second series is translated by Hasan Ahmed Mohammed, the fourth by Idaarit Al-Nashr and the fifth by Abd Al-Wahab Aloob (see references for complete information). The textual data sources also include The Blue Flower (BF) by Fitzgerald (1995) (translated by Ali Suleiman), The Fault in our Stars (FS) by Green (2012) (translated by Baseel Intwan), The Help (TH) by Stockett (2009) (translated by Hassan Al-Bustani), The Future: Six Drives of Global Change (GC) by Gore (2013) (translated by Adnan Gergeos), and The Making of Economic Society (ES) by Heilbroner (1962) (translated by Rashid Al-Barrawi).
The choice of the textual data is motivated by the different genres it belongs to, viz. literary, popular science/journalistic, and economic, as well as the different translators involved in translating it. The aim is to investigate a representative sample of textual material in terms of genre and translators in order to come up with generalizations about the translation of adverbial and determiner negation across several genres and translators.
Analysis
The analysis examined the translation strategies employed by the translators in rendering adverbial and determiner negation in terms of frequency and percentage, which gave a clear picture about their utility when encountering such negation. First, Section 5.1 presented the markers of adverbial and determiner negation and their distribution in the English corpus. Second, Section 5.2 examined the translation strategies employed in rendering too adverbial negation, using both explicit negation (Section 5.2.1) and implicit negation (Section 5.2.2). Third, Section 5.3 looked at how the translators dealt with -ly adverbial negation in terms of translation strategy. Fourth, Section 5.4.1 investigated how the translators had tackled little determiner negation and the translation strategies adopted. Finally, Section 5.4.2 considered few determiner negation and how sensitive the translators had been to this type of negation.
Adverbial and Determiner Negative Markers
In terms of the type of negative marker, the English corpus is distributed as shown in Table 1 below. Table 1 shows that adverbial negation by too is the most frequent in the corpus (37%) followed by determiner negation by little (31.85%). Third comes adverbial -ly negation including hardly, scarcely, and barely which together account for (23%). Within -ly negation, hardly emerges as the most frequent (12.60%), followed by scarcely (7%), then barely (4%). The least frequent in the data is determiner negation by few, which only accounts for (7.40%). These percentages may only give us a preliminary picture about the frequency of adverbial/determiner negation in English discourse. To affirm such frequencies, a large scale quantitative and qualitative corpus linguistics investigation needs to be carried out, which is far beyond the scope of the present study. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
Translating Adverbial Negation by Too

Explicit Negation
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in the ordering of the two propositions:
3.
ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi not hear-her Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 cases). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be noted in the examples below:
4. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ 5. ... but his Patronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) wa-laakinna ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati and-but Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough li-ʻ 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The following example is illustrative:
6. Professor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may a-haa Harry was sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" . It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when use sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For ex was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is sha them. 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when renderin negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her"
It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in the ordering of the two propositions:
3.
ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. " . . . but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haa seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
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Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
6. Professor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may alaa haa following example is illustrative: 6. Professor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may suggest ‫ﻫﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ
‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
[and-but Harry NEG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he was used to this".
aa
[and-but Harry NEG care because-being used to-him on this] " . . . but Harry did not care because he was used to this". Table 3 below displays the frequency and percentage of using implicit negation translation strategies when rendering too adverbial negation. Apart from the mixed bag of erroneous translations/under-translations (16 instances, 30.19%), Table 3 indicates that there are three main implicit negation strategies for capturing the meaning of too negation: (1) Employing the comparative form, (2) employing negative verbs, and (3) indicating degree of attribute.
Implicit Negation
The translation strategy using the Arabic comparative form (16 instances, 28-30%) emerges as very useful for handling too negation. The comparative Arabic forms 'af
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) condly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be in the examples below:
as too late to save the girl. (HP/3) 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib t be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable couldn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ but his Patronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) -laakinna
Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough ʻ 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris -driving away-the-dementor . but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ irdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly sing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he t touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The ing example is illustrative:
ofessor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) dat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii emed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry rofessor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
nally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too n by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ed into
‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care
] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover t Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may t
‫ﻫﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ
‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
ut Harry NEG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he ed to this". Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep"
‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬
Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 cases). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be noted in the examples below:
4. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time". rif haarii runk to-extent that-she not know Harry o the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too ic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care is". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa g used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he akaa'an min 'an yuxda Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬
4. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time". ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ ion by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for les in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John ay awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he ic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The : too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) i maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii ney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry runk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
ample where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too c Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﻭﻟ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care out this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover led to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻫ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
se-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when u sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitiv conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). Fo was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he join In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is s them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employ -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct impli instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaa 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) mistra instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%.
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted for in Arabic (12/28 ins using correct explicit negation. The following examples are illustrative: 15. ... this little kid who could barely walk ... (FS) ... haaða-ṭ-ṭiflu-ṣ-ṣa ɤ iiru 'allaðii laa yakaadu yamšii … … this-the-kid-the-little who not hardly walk … "... this little kid who can hardly walk ..."
.. ‫ﻳﻤﺸﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﻜﺎﺩ‬ ‫ﻻ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺬﻱ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ‬ ‫ﻫﺬﺍ‬
16. The economics of society ... was hardly such as to provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man. (ES) kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin were economics-the-society ...
hardly not provoke curiosity man t "The economics of society ... could hardly provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful ‫ﺗﺜﻴﺮ‬ ‫ﻻ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﺎﺩ‬ ... ‫ﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ‬ ‫ﻓﻀﻮﻝ‬ ‫ِﺮ.‬ ّ ‫ﻣﻔﻜ‬ ‫ﺭﺟﻞ‬
The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates in adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that f "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rende negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) may capturing the notion of negation in general, almost 58% of the Arabic renderings (1 fail to account for the nuance inherent in -ly negation. Instead, this kind of negation ayban . . . because-it longer from that be learned by heart " . . . because it was longer than it could be memorized". Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example: 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) The second translation strategy utilizes negative verbs/verbals (11 instances, 20.75%) to relay the meaning of too negation. This is a familiar strategy in English as well as in Arabic to express negation implicitly rather than explicitly. For example, "the act of denying doing something" implies "the act of not admitting doing it". Consequently, this strategy constitutes an important option when translating negation in general and too negation in particular. The two examples below are illustrative: 9. Anna dies or becomes too ill to continue writing it. (FS) 'aana maatat 'aw bala -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct implicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaad (20 instances, 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) mistranslations (three instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%. Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted for in Arabic (12/28 instances, 42.85%) using correct explicit negation. The translators of (15) and (16) "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) may suggest. While capturing the notion of negation in general, almost 58% of the Arabic renderings (16/28 instances) fail to account for the nuance inherent in -ly negation. Instead, this kind of negation is erroneously relayed as Arabic negation that corresponds to English negation by not, thus amounting to serious under-translations. Following are some illustrative examples:
at min-al-marad . i h . addan h . aala bayna-haa Anna died or reached from-the-illness degree prevented between-her wa-bana-l-'istimraari fi-l-kitaabati and-between-the-continuing in-the-writing "Anna died or reached a degree of illness that prevented her from continuing writing". . 10. It just seemed too good to be true that he was going to be rescued from the Dursleys. (HP/5) fa-qad badaa 'anna 'inqaa extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he proves very useful for rendering too negation. The e recognized Harry. (HP/5) i-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii tent that-she not know Harry t that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ e translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too n, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ri lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care n be seen, the translator has managed to recover e meaning of too negation. To do this, one may haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he a-hu min 'aalii duurislii 'amrun yafuuqu 'ah . laama-hu so-? seemed that rescuing-him from family Duresleys matter exceeds dreams-his "It seemed that rescuing him from the Duresleys was something that exceeds his dreams".
. The implicit negation in (9) and (10) is achieved by the use of the negative verbs h . aala [prevented] and yafuuqu [exceed], which both imply propositions employing explicit negation in Arabic.
The third translation strategy employs the degree of the relevant attribute (10 instances, 18.87%) as a marker of implicit negation by using the degree formulas min + mas . Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is ost frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be rkable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex cture (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in rdering of the two propositions: ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi not hear-her Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 s). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be d in the examples below:
I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ... but his Patronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) wa-laakinna ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati and-but Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough li-ʻ 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 0% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he n't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances.
These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not.
In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society ...
The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the -ly negation in them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates into the negative adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly when it is not negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-pool] "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensiti conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). Fo was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he join
In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employ -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates in adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rende negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in the ordering of the two propositions: 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he iliyyata-ha so-the-fines from-the-violations were from-the-smallness so lost(they) effect-their "The fines for violations were so small that they lost their effect" .
12. "No, now I am too old to learn anything." (BF) laa wa-'anaa al'aana kabirtu
too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is ation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be an be observed in the following example:
ly asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex y below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in ropositions:
aarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi arry because-he was sinking in sleep-his her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ zation in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 ave mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be elow: acking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is t translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be gy, as can be observed in the following example:
o deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her eeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ e, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in e two propositions: haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his 't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 ators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be ples below:
e to save the girl. (HP/3) 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable ve the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough ḥaaris ay-the-dementor tronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away". Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. Table 4 The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the -ly negation in them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates into the negative adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly when it is not negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-pool] "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) cking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be y, as can be observed in the following example:
deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa pple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her eeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ , also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in two propositions: aa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ minalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 tors have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be ples below:
to save the girl. (HP/3) 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable i . . . takaadu laa tuθiiru fud . uula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society . . .
hardly not provoke curiosity man thoughtful "The economics of society . . . could hardly provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man". The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. Table 4 kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society ...
The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the -ly negation in them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates into the negative adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly when it is not negated, for example, kaada 'an yasqut . a fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-pool] "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negatio the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English comp structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focu the ordering of the two propositions:
3.
ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi not hear-her Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep"
‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬
Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% cases). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can noted in the examples below: 4. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwar rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. J was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent tha couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. T following example is illustrative: ʻ wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati atronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough s he-dementor us wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ g too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly n by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John he ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he allamuuna-t-tatah . adduθa 'ilaa 'anfusihim bi-s . awtin masmuu Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4)
haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English comp structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus the ordering of the two propositions:
3.
ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi not hear-her Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% ( cases). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can noted in the examples below: 4. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/3) lam 'astatiʻ 'inqaað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkward rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. Jo was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that in . . .
[not hardly children-the-families-the-large learn-the-talking to themselves with-voice audible] "The children of large families hardly learn to talk to themselves in an audible voice . . . ". Or, alternatively, one may use a paucity adverb like naadiran maa and qalamaa [rarely], which both inhere the nuance that "the circumstances in which those children live hardly allow them to talk to themselves", viz. 'awlaadu-l-ʻaa'ilaati-l-kabiirati at-tataḥadduθa 'ilaa 'anfusihim bi-ṣawtin masmuuʻin ... [rarely/hardly learn children-the-families-the-large the-talking to themselves with-voice audible] "Rarely/hardly (do) the children of the large families learn to talk themselves in an audible voice".
The second strategy for rendering -ly negation is the employment of the vernacular negative adverb bilkaad, which is a malformed version of the standard la yakaadu. The question is whether it is appropriate to use a vernacular form when it is possible to utilize the standard negated yakaadu. What is surprising here is the absence of this vernacular form in Harry Potter's translation where the informal register may sanction it and the frequency of using it in the other works-it accounts for 31.25% of the -ly data (20/64 instances). By way of illustration, the example in (31): 19. I hardly know you, Augustus Waters. (FS) 'anaa bilkaad aʻ rifu-ka yaa 'uɤusṭus wuutarz I hardly know(I)-you oh Augustus Waters "I hardly know you Augustus Waters".
‫ﺃﻭﻏﺴ‬ ‫ﻳﺎ‬ ‫ﺃﻋﺮﻓﻚ‬ ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺎﺩ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﺎ‬ ‫ﻄﺲ‬ ‫ﻭﻭﺗﺮﺯ.‬ can readily be rephrased naturally in standard Arabic using the negated yakaadu as in (20) Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to b a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example: 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English comple structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example: 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor in . . . [rarely/hardly learn children-the-families-the-large the-talking to themselves with-voice audible] "Rarely/hardly (do) the children of the large families learn to talk themselves in an audible voice".
The second strategy for rendering -ly negation is the employment of the vernacular negative adverb bilkaad, which is a malformed version of the standard la yakaadu. The question is whether it is appropriate to use a vernacular form when it is possible to utilize the standard negated yakaadu. What is surprising here is the absence of this vernacular form in Harry Potter's translation where the informal register may sanction it and the frequency of using it in the other works-it accounts for 31.25% of the -ly data (20/64 instances). By way of illustration, the example in (31): 19. I hardly know you, Augustus Waters. (FS) 'anaa bilkaad a VIEW 6 of 21 negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is n strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be be observed in the following example:
sleep to hear her. (HP/4) aana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa as Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her ep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex elow), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the ex HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For exa was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined col In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is share them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employed in -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct implicit ne instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaad (20 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) mistranslati instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%.
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted for in Arabic (12/28 instance using correct explicit negation. The translators of (15) and (16) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 6 These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive t conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For ex was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined c In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shar them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employed i -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct implicit instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaad (2 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) mistransla instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%.
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted for in Arabic (12/28 instan using correct explicit negation. The following examples are illustrative: Next, we have the strategy of implicit negation which accounts for 18.75% in the -ly negation data (12/64 instances). They mainly employ paucity or difficulty expressions in an attempt to capture the negative nuance inherent in -ly negation. Consider the two examples below: was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the tra -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%) instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropr 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%.
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is accounted fo using correct explicit negation. The translators of (15) and (16) The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instanc These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in Engl sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to norma conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, J was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is n In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by al them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employed in render -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) correct implicit negation instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) Inappropriate vernacular bilkaad (20 instanc 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 instances, 25%), and (3) kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society ...
The translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yaka [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the -ly negation them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates into the negat adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly when it is negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-po "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) may suggest. Wh capturing the notion of negation in general, almost 58% of the Arabic renderings (16/28 instanc fail to account for the nuance inherent in -ly negation. Instead, this kind of negation is erroneou relayed as Arabic negation that corresponds to English negation by not, thus amounting to seri under-translations. Following are some illustrative examples:
is Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ , capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly oo negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he h the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The ample is illustrative:
r Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) -'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry or Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is to
‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care
Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover bic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ ‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
rry NEG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he this". Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
6. Professor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too uubatin . . . question be asked with-continuity despite that-it be noticed with-difficulty . . . "A question asked incessantly despite (the fact that) it is noticed with difficulty . . . "
. . .
In (21), the translator successfully employs a paucity expression min-al-naadiri [from the rarity] to capture -ly negation. One should note that a negated yakaadu can be readily used for that purpose, viz.
fii miθli haa ronus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough ḥaaris ay-the-dementor tronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ turing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for ) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly gation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John uch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The le is illustrative: lawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) aaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii rofessor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry elawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ s look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too cing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﺑ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care ry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover egation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may ‫ﺩ‬ ّ
‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
EG care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he .
ihi-l-'ayyaami laa takaadu 'uu The sample of negative adverbs (which is extract HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and These adverbs share the fact that they communicate sentences. That is why they are often interchangeab conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one conte was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the them. Table 4 above shows only two successful strateg -ly negation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instance instances, 18.75%). The remaining cases go for: (1) I 31.25%), (2) under-translated explicit negation (16 i instances) and omission (one instance), together 6.25%
Let us start with cases where -ly negation is acc using correct explicit negation. The following exampl The translators of (15) and (16) have successfull [not hardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exac them. One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic def adverb hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while negated, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasq "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakad negation.
However, -ly negation does not seem as straigh capturing the notion of negation in general, almost 5 fail to account for the nuance inherent in -ly negation relayed as Arabic negation that corresponds to Engli under-translations. Following are some illustrative ex ast taxruju min-al-manzili [in like these days Auguste not hardly goes out from-the-house] "In these days Auguste hardly ever goes out". In (22), a difficulty expression bi-s . u Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in the ordering of the two propositions: 3.
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he he sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of ncludes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English ces. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality tions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John rely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. ms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of able 4 above shows only two successful strategies the translators have employed in rendering gation: (1) Correct explicit negation (12 instances, 18.75%), and (2) The economics of society ... was hardly such as to provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man. (ES) kaanat 'iqtiṣaadiyyaat-ul-mujtamaʻ i takaadu laa tuθiiru fuḍuula rajulin mufakkirin were economics-the-society ...
hardly not provoke curiosity man thoughtful The economics of society ... could hardly provoke the curiosity of a thoughtful man".
he translators of (15) and (16) have successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu ardly] and takaadu laa [hardly not], which exactly capture the meaning of the -ly negation in One should note that yakaadu is an Arabic defective verb which translates into the negative b hardly when it is negated in Arabic, while it translates into almost/nearly when it is not ed, for example, ‫ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻛﺔ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻘﻂ‬ ‫ﺃﻥ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﺩ‬ kaada 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-pool] lmost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly ion. owever, -ly negation does not seem as straightforward as (15) and (16) ‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﻓ‬ ve the dementor away. (HP/2) un bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati with-the-strength-the-enough gh to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ ating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John rdly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he egy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The have recognized Harry. (HP/5) tun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii to-extent that-she not know Harry extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭ‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ re the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too ation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is a haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care s can be seen, the translator has managed to recover re the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may akina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa d to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he u [question be asked with-continuity despite that-it not hardly be noticed] "A question (that is) asked incessantly, despite the fact that it is hardly noticed, . . . ".
To close this section, let us examine two mistranslations (out of three) which are found in the -ly negation data (they all come from ES) below:
23. This hardly seems like a particularly exciting subject for historical scrutiny. yakaadu haa
ep"
‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ rabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 ing too negation using this strategy, as can be Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example: 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) acking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is nt translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be tegy, as can be observed in the following example:
oo deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa n apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ le, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex d strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in the two propositions:
-haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi r Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his n't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 slators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) To explain, the translator in (23) wrongly uses the affirmed rather than the negated yakaadu, which is an approximating rather a negating marker (i.e., here it communicates the message that "X is almost Y").
To capture -ly negation, the translation should read laa yakaadu haa Languages 2019, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 20 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasmaʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may suggest ‫ﻫﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﺩﻩ‬ ّ
‫ﻟﺘﻌﻮ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
aa yabduu šabiihan ‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ the dementor away. (HP/2) n bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati with-the-strength-the-enough h to drive the dementor away". ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ ting the degree of the attribute in question accounts for ategory. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John dly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he gy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The have recognized Harry. (HP/5) n li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii -extent that-she not know Harry tent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭ‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ e the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too tion, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care can be seen, the translator has managed to recover e the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may in muθiirin bi-wajhin xas . s . in lil-bah . θi-l-taariixiyyi [not hardly this seems like with-subject exciting with-face particular with-the-research-historical] "This hardly seems like a particularly exciting subject for historical research . . . ". In (24), the translator also fails to employ a negated yakaadu, perhaps misguided by the presence of maa, which coincides, in form, with a negative particle, but is used as a relativizing marker in this sentence. To correct this mistake, the negative particle laa needs to be inserted before yakaadu in order for the Arabic translation to read wa-haa couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The following example is illustrative:
6. Professor Trelawney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) badat al-'ustaaðatu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii seemed the-professor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry "Professor Trelawney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry". ‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬
Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The following example is illustrative:
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬
Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example:
It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The following example is illustrative:
Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may ayši . . . , which corresponds to "This is particularly true when we begin the stage which hardly goes beyond mere livelihood . . . ".
Translating Determiner Negation
English determiner negation by little and few furnishes an utterance with a negative orientation just like too and -ly adverbial negation. They may also be used as adjectives to denote their lexical meaning by indicating smallness in size and number, respectively, which corresponds to s . a Vernacular (ungrammatical) bilkaad 20 31.25% Correct implicit negation 12 18.75% Mistranslations/omission 4 6.25% Total 64 100%
The sample of negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely, and 11 of barely, coming to a total of 64 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable, albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions (i.e., one may sound natural in one context, while another may not). For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. 'an yasquṭa fi-l-birkati [almost (he) that fall in-the-pool] "He almost/nearly fell in the pool". The negated yakadu proves so useful when rendering English -ly negation.
It is possible, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex structure (second strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) Table 5 below displays the translation strategies that the translators have followed in dealing with little determiner negation. Out of the 99 extracted examples featuring little, 86 (86.87%) are found to involve a negative orientation that goes beyond its denotative (dictionary) meaning. The examination of little negation data shows that the translators' attempt to handle this kind of negation involves four strategies: proper explicit negation (33 instances, 38.37%), under-translated explicit negation (18 instances, 20.93%), proper implicit negation (seven instances, 8.14%), erroneous implicit negation (25 instances, 29%), and mistranslation (one instance (1.16%).
To start with the first category, where determiner negation is rendered by explicit negation, which is the most frequent (33 instances, 38.37%), one can notice two main translation strategies. The first (23 instances/69.70%) usually employs explicit negation, with the exception particle 'illaa or siwaa [except] followed by a paucity-derived word, for example, 'illaa qaliilan bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati ot be with-the-strength-the-enough enough to drive the dementor away". ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ y indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for n this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly hrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John wkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he is strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) muuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ le where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too bic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is -laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care his". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may rifu 'anna-hu laysa ladaynaa siwaa qaliilun min-al-waqti all-we know that-it not have-we except little from-the-time "We all know that we don't have except little time" (i.e., "we all know that we only have little time"). e where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too bic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is -laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care is". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa ng used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he ula-l-kaθiira min-al-waqti 'ut . am'inu-ka and-not be on-you that spend-the-much from-the-time assure (I)-you "And you won't have to spend much time, I assure you".
. One should note that Arabic can also employ belittling expressions such as laa yu wa-laakinna ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati and-but Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough li-ʻ 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ Finally, let us look at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too negation by reducing it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is rendered into ‫ﺑﻬﺬﺍ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care in-this] "but Harry did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover explicit Arabic negation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. lay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex w), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in itions:
i'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi because-he was sinking in sleep-his cause he was deeply asleep" bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati e with-the-strength-the-enough ugh to drive the dementor away". ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ icating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for is category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly e to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John ardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he ategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) ratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii k to-extent that-she not know Harry e extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ here the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too egation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover ture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may -laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa sed to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he lu juhdin yastah . iqquhe girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ s was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ʻ a wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati atronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough is the-dementor us wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ g too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly n by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he g. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The illustrative:
ney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) tu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii ssor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry ney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ k at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﻳ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care id care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover ion but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he -the girl at the right time".
‫ﺇﻧﻘﺎﺫ‬ ‫ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻊ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺎﺓ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ.‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ nus was too feeble to drive the dementor away. (HP/2) ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough aris y-the-dementor onus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬ ing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly tion by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John h the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he iling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The is illustrative: wney seemed too tipsy to have recognized Harry. (HP/5) atu triiloonii maxmuuratun li-darajati 'anna-ha lam taʻ rif haarii fessor Trelawney drunk to-extent that-she not know Harry awney was drunk to the extent that she didn't recognize Harry".
‫ﻣﺨﻤﻮﺭﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﺮﻳﻠﻮﻧﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫﺓ‬ ‫ﺑﺪﺕ‬ ‫ﻟﺪﺭﺟﺔ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ.‬ ‫ﻧﻌﺮﻑ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺃﻧﻬﺎ‬ ook at one example where the translator has failed to capture the subtlety of too g it to generic Arabic negation, viz. "… but Harry was too used to this to care" is ‫ﻳﻬﺘ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam bi-haaðaa [and-but Harry NEG care did care about this". As can be seen, the translator has managed to recover ation but failed to capture the meaning of too negation. To do this, one may
‫ﻟﺘﻌ‬ ‫ﻳﻬﺘﻢ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ wa-laakina haari lam yahtam li-taʻawwudi-hi ʻalaa haa ð aa
G care because-being used to-him on this] "… but Harry did not care because he ikra 'ut . am'inu-ka and-not be on-you making effort worth-the-mentioning assure(I)-you "And you won't have to make (any) effort worth of mentioning, I assure you". acking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is nt translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be egy, as can be observed in the following example:
oo deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ le, also, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex d strategy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in he two propositions:
-haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi r Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his 't hear her because he was deeply asleep" rifu madaa xut . uurati-l-'amri in-the-fact not be know(I) extent dangerousness-the-situation "In fact, I didn't know how dangerous the situation was". . As can be seen, little-negation in (28) is rendered in Arabic to what corresponds to not negation in English, thus missing the nuance of this type of negation. To capture this nuance, the Arabic rendering should employ an exception expression along with explicit negation as in (29): 29.
fi-l-h . aqiiqati lam 'akun 'a EER REVIEW 6 of 21 g too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is nslation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be s can be observed in the following example:
eply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa le.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her ly asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ so, to relay too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex tegy below), as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in o propositions:
haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his ar her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ alization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 s have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be Firstly, unpacking too negation by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is the most frequent translation strategy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be a workable strategy, as can be observed in the following example: 2. Harry was too deeply asleep to hear her. (HP/4) haarii kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Harry ate an apple.' was Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her "Harry was deeply asleep, so he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬
‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬
3.
ʻ lam yasma -haa haarii li'anna-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi not hear-her Harry because-he was sinking in sleep-his "Harry didn't hear her because he was deeply asleep" ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ.‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻷﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ Secondly, nominalization in simple or complex Arabic structures comes second at 31.91% (15 cases). The translators have mostly succeeded in capturing too negation using this strategy, as can be an in-the-fact not be know(I) except smallest-the-small about madaa xut . uurati-l-'amri extent dangerousness-the-situation "In fact, I knew only little about how dangerous the situation was".
. The next two strategies involve the translator's attempt to render little negation by implicit negation. The outcome is far from being impressive: Only seven cases (8.14%) may be considered ʻ ta wiiðata-hu lam takun bi-l-quwwati-l-kaafiyati and-but Patronus-his not be with-the-strength-the-enough li-ʻ 'ib aadi-l-ḥaaris to-driving away-the-dementor "... but his Patronus wasn't strong enough to drive the dementor away".
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﺗﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺬﺗﻪ‬ ‫ﻭﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻓﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺭﺱ.‬ ‫ﻹﺑﻌﺎﺩ‬
Thirdly, capturing too negation by indicating the degree of the attribute in question accounts for 23.40% (12 cases) of the examples in this category. Semantically, it corresponds to awkwardly rephrasing too negation by using the phrase to the extent that with negation by not in English, viz. John was too short to touch the ceiling may awkwardly be rephrased as John was short to the extent that he couldn't touch the ceiling. In Arabic, this strategy proves very useful for rendering too negation. The alaa s . ih . h . ati-haa not happened improvement worth-the-mentioning on health-her "There wasn't any improvement worth mentioning about her health". . Table 6 below presents the frequency and percentage of translation strategies which the translators have employed in rendering few determiner negation. Negation by few is the least frequent in the corpus. Out of 93 extracted examples involving the employment of few, only 20 are found to furnish the English utterance with a negative orientation. In the rest of the examples, the determiner few reflects its dictionary meaning, which corresponds to qaliil [few] in Arabic, without any coloration of negation. In such cases, the rendering of few into Arabic is straightforward, as no negation is to be accounted for. The following example is illustrative: on by a coordinate Arabic structure featuring explicit negation is tegy at 36.17% (17 cases) for rendering too negation. It proves to be erved in the following example:
Determiner Negation by Few
o hear her. (HP/4) ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi fa-lam yasma ʻ a-haa Sinking in sleep-his so-not hear-her he didn't hear her" ً ‫ﻏﺎﺭﻗﺎ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ ‫ﻫﺎﺭﻱ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﻤﻌﻬﺎ.‬ ‫ﻓﻠﻢ‬ ‫ﻧﻮﻣﻪ‬ too negation in such cases by maintaining the English complex , as is shown in the rephrasing of (2) below, with a shift of focus in ns:
na-hu kaana ɤaariqan fii nawmi-hi ause-he was sinking in sleep-his se he was deeply asleep" u-l-qaliilatu-t-taaliyatu haamatan jiddan binnisbati 'ilaa maw muublii were-the-weeks-the-few-the-next important very as regards to Mae Mobley "The next few weeks were very important for Mae Mobley".
